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Visual   art   outside   the   common   labels   of   "paintings"   or   "sculptures."   
Bolded    terms   appear   frequently   in   questions.   
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Art   Form   Artists   Works   

engraving   /   
printmaking   /   
woodcut   

carving   lines   into   a   metal   or   wooden   plate,   which   is   then   inked   and   pressed   onto   paper   or   cloth   to   make   prints;   
when   using   wood,   this   technique   is   sometimes   called   woodcut,   and   is   considered   distinct   from   true   engraving;   a   
specific   type   of   woodblock   printing   is    ukiyo-e ,   a   Japanese   system   of   multicolor   printmaking   using   interlocking   
wooden   blocks   whose   name   means   "pictures   of   the   floating   world"   
Albrecht    Dürer   Knight,   Death,   and   the   Devil;   Melencolia   I;   Saint   Jerome   in   His   Study   
Hokusai   Thirty-six   Views   of   Mount   Fuji,   a   series   that   includes   the   following:   

The   Great   Wave   off   Kanagawa;   Fine   Wind,   Clear   Morning   
installation   environmental,   multimedia   art   that   occupies   an   area   near   and   around   the   viewer,   and   that   may   be   interactive   

Christo    and    Jeanne-Claude  The   Gates   (located   in   Central   Park;   Wrapped   Reichstag   (located   in   Berlin)   
Judy    Chicago   The   Dinner   Party   

  Robert    Smithson   Spiral   Jetty   (located   in   the   Great   Salt   Lake)   
performance   art   an   artwork   created   by   the   artist's   physical   actions,   usually   in   a   public   place;   may   be   interactive   
  Yoko    Ono   Cut   Piece   (observers   were   permitted   to   cut   off   pieces   of   Ono's   clothes   as   she   sat   

alone   on   a   stage)   
  Marina    Abramovic   The   Artist   is   Present   (Abramovic   sat   still   at   a   wooden   table,   across   from   an   empty   

wooden   chair   where   observers   were   permitted   to   sit   and   make   eye   contact)   
mobile   a   form   of    kinetic    (moving)   sculpture   suspended   from   a   ceiling   

Alexander    Calder   Lobster   Trap   and   Fish   Tail   
readymade   multimedia   art   created   from   found   objects   

Marcel    Duchamp   Fountain   (a   sideways    urinal )   
silkscreen   print   a   form   of   printing   that   uses   a   mesh   screen   to   transfer   paint   to   a   paper   or   cloth;   screen   printing   allows   mass   

production   of   the   same   image,   which   made   it   a   staple   of   the    Pop   Art    movement   
Andy    Warhol   Campbell's   Soup   Cans;   

Marilyn   Diptych;   
other   portraits   of   Marilyn   Monroe   and   Mao   Zedong   


